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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a language used for content provided by a web server to a web client? 

A. FTP 

B. TCP 

C. HTTP 

D. HTML 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Sensitive parameters is a feature used to hide sensitive information from being displayed in which of the following? 

A. Client request 

B. Server response 

C. GUI and logs of BIG-IP ASM System 

D. Configuration file of BIG-IP ASM System 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

On a BIG-IP ASM 3600, in standalone mode, which of the following pool configurations is valid? 

A. Pool named vs_pool with 1 pool member, no persistence, and no load balancing method 

B. Pool named vs_pool with 1 pool member, cookie persistence, and ratio load balancing method 

C. Pool named vs_pool with 2 pool members, cookie persistence, and ratio load balancing method 

D. Pool named vs_pool with 3 pool members, source IP persistence, and least connections load balancing method 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When we have a * wildcard entity configured in the File Type section with tightening enabled, the following may occur
when requests are passed through the policy. Which is the most accurate statement? 

A. File type violations will not be triggered. 
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B. File type violations will be triggered and learning will be available based on these violations. 

C. File type entities will automatically be added to the policy (policy will tighten). 

D. File type violations will not be triggered and the entity learning section will be populated with file type
recommendations. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are correct regarding positive and negative security models? (Choose 2) 

A. Positive security model allows all transactions by default. 

B. Negative security model denies all transactions by default. 

C. Negative security model allows all transactions by default and rejects only transactions that contain attacks. 

D. Positive security model denies all transactions by default and uses rules that allow only those transactions that are
considered safe and valid. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

There are multiple HTTP class profiles assigned to a virtual server. Each profile has Application Security enabled.
Which statement is true? 

A. Traffic will process through every HTTP class profile every time. 

B. Traffic will process through the first HTTP class profile that it matches and then stops. 

C. Traffic will process through one HTTP class profile and if the traffic matches another profile, BIG-IP System will send
a redirect to the client. 

D. Traffic will only process through the HTTP class profile that it matches but always processes through the whole list
and will process through each HTTP class profile it matches. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

The BIG-IP ASM System is configured with a virtual server that contains an HTTP class profile and the protected pool
members are associated within the HTTP class profile pool definition. The status of this virtual server is unknown (Blue).
Which of the following conditions will make this virtual server become available (Green)? 

A. Assign a successful monitor to the virtual server 

B. Assign a successful monitor to the members of the HTTP class profile pool 
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C. Associate a fallback host to the virtual server and assign a successful monitor to the fallback host 

D. Associate a default pool to the virtual server and assign a successful monitor to the pool members 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A user is building a security policy using the Deployment Wizard and the Rapid Deployment application template. By
default, which settings will be applied to the security policy? (Choose 3) 

A. Data Guard will be enabled. 

B. The enforcement mode will be set to transparent. 

C. The encoding language will be set to auto detect. 

D. Wildcard tightening will be enabled on file types and parameters. 

E. The Attack signature set applied will be Generic Detection Signatures. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is correct concerning HTTP classes? 

A. A single web application can be used by several HTTP classes 

B. A virtual server can only have one web application associated with it 

C. A single ASM enabled HTTP class can be used by multiple virtual servers 

D. Each ASM enabled HTTP class can have several active security policies associated with it 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What are the best reasons for using the Deployment Wizard? (Choose 3) 

A. Flow-level parameters checking is required. 

B. The application encoding scheme needs to be determined by the BIG-IP ASM System. 

C. Sufficient time is available to allow completely automated policy building based on observing live traffic. 

D. The application platform must be protected against known attacks for the specific operating system, web server, and
database. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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